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Climate change is magnifying the following overarching issues for rangatahi:

...with these challenges come opportunities to address the need to drive change...
Whakawhanaungatanga is an overarching way of connecting with rangatahi Māori and Pasifika.

To benefit from an understanding of how rangatahi are connected with te taiaro in order to become kaitiaki.

The resources that are essential for rangatahi-determined and rangatahi-led action programmes are provided.

Rangatahi are:
- leaders in decision-making around kaupapa that matter to them.
- connected and awhi each other in support of kotahitanga.
- informed, care about, demand and drive bold action for the change they feel is necessary.
- safeguarded against disadvantages that are amplified by climate change.

Our goals for this change...

Rangatahi also:
- have safe and supportive spaces which awhi their voice and mana.
- support each other in upholding their tuakana and teina roles.
- co-create inclusive and adaptable pathways for a just transition.
Our innovation waka is...

- Build whanaungatanga - grow and connect rangatahi networks, voice, behaviour change and action across Tamaki Makaurau, Auckland and globally.
- Establish a rangatahi governance rōpū to audit the Auckland Climate Action Plan’s progress towards:
  - actions and outcomes impacting rangatahi
  - making recommendations to ensure rangatahi needs and aspirations are fulfilled.
- Co-design and implement transformative educational programmes which foster inter-generational knowledge sharing and kōrero/whakapono.
- Encourage and enable leadership and capacity-building opportunities for rangatahi to be confident in decision-making processes.
- Enable rangatahi to create innovative pathways for meaningful and sustainable behaviour change.
- Empower rangatahi to become facilitators in places of Te Aho Māori whakahaaro.
Te mauri o te wai o Tāmaki Makaurau

The life supporting capacity of Auckland's water is protected and enhanced.

A Vision - to put water at the centre
Values to underpin the vision

RESILIENCE

ECOSYSTEMS

ADAPTATION OF PERSPECTIVE

INNOVATION

RECREATION & AMENITY

Attachment A
Item 7

- Meeting future water needs
- Adapting to a changing water future
- Cleaning up our waters
- Growth in the right places
Principals to guide our work

- Look to the future
- Work together to plan and deliver better water outcomes
- Recognise water is a taonga
- Work with natural ecosystems
- Deliver catchment scale thinking and action
- Focus on achieving right sized solutions with multiple benefits
Attachment A

Item 7

Creating our water future together

Setting priorities for investment

Achieving net catchment benefits

Applying a Māori world view

Processes to work on